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1.0  Introduction 
 
The Species at Risk (SAR) Database is a site-series based management tool developed 
specifically for the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) variants within a 
particular Timber Supply Area (TSA).  The key functions of the database are:  

1) to alert forest planners and operators of the potential occurrence of 
Species at Risk (SAR) within specific BEC variants, within a TSA of 
interest, and  

2) to provide habitat management guides specific to that particular variant 
within the selected TSA.   

Automated in MS Access, the SAR database has been structured to provide both detailed 
information for office use and summarized management information in the form of a field 
card.  The field card provides both the identifier features for a particular variant, and a 
management guide for each SAR.   
 
The potential occurrence of a SAR within a particular variant is established through the 
identification of that species’ habitat capability (terrain) and suitability (forest cover or 
grassland characteristics, depending on the species).  If the unique suite of requisite 
features indicated on the field card are present, the indicated management guide is then 
followed, directing the user with a set of cover features that should be retained and how 
(partial cut vs clearcut with reserves, WTP or reserve design, access development, etc), 
where possible. 
 
To date, the database has been expanded to include BEC variants in the Kamloops, 
Merritt, Okanagan, Lillooet, and Arrow TSAs.  The entire Kamloops TSA and most of 
the Okanagan, Merritt, and Lillooet TSAs are represented in the database; 4 variants  
within the Arrow TSA are included.  Expanding the database has involved adding new 
variants and populating the database with any additional SAR relevant to those variants, 
as well as expanding relevant entries for existing SAR to where they occur in the added 
variants.   
 

2.0  Methods and Results 
 
The database was upgraded in 4 ways in 2007-08, creating Version 2.3.  Each type of 
upgrade is documented in the following sections. 
 

2.1  The Topographic Features Report 
 
The Key Topographic Features Report is similar to the Field Card, and was 

developed by Forsite Consultants Ltd. under the direction of forest practitioners at Tolko 
Industries Ltd. who are regularly using the SAR database.  The goal was to summarize in 
one table all SAR relevant to a particular BEC variant, and include topographic fields 
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relevant to user’s needs.  The table appears to contain relevant habitat fields selected for 
management requirements. 
 

2.2  Completion of Section 7 Notice Information 
 
All Section 7 Notices were documented using the web references 

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/frpa/notices/sar.html and http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cgi-
bin/apps/faw/wharesult.cgi?search=show_approved.  The number of approved Wildlife 
Habitat Areas (WHAs) that could be determined for each TSA were added to the 
database for relevant SAR.  As well, as best as was possible from the government 
website, those SAR identified in the online citation as Section 7 species were identified in 
the database.  Ministry of Environment was consulted to identify and did provide ‘Data 
Sensitive’ species.  Ministry of Environment also assisted with identifying WHAs that 
occurred in the Merritt TSA within the Cascades Forest District, since it also contains the 
Lillooet TSA.  Unfortunately, Section 7 Notices for Kamloops Forest District are not 
available, although approved WHAs are and were entered into the database. 
 

2.3  Updates of Existing SAR in the SAR Database 
 
Recent and local reports that were reviewed for new information are shown in Table 1, 
including their relevance and whether they were applied to the SAR database.   
 
Table 1.  References reviewed for update relevance to SAR Database Ver 2.3. 
Report Applicable (A) 

or Not 
Applicable (NA) 

2006 Inventory of Lewis’s Woodpecker 
(Melanerpes Lewis) in BC.  Prep by T. Luszca and 
B. Sawicz, MoE, Feb. 2007.  

A 

Okanagan and Thompson-Nicola Regions Western 
Screech-Owl (Megascops kennicottii macfarlanei) 
Inventory 2006.  Prep by J. Hobbs et al., MoE, 
Oct. 2006 

NA 

Flammulated Owl Occurrences in Tolko Industries 
Ltd. Heffley Creek Operating Area, as Predicted 
by Breeding Habitat Suitability Modeling. 
DRAFT.  Prep by F. Iredale and G. Ferguson, Sept 
2007 

NA 

Status of the Western Screech-Owl (Megascops 
kennicottii macfarlanei) in BC.  Prep by R.J. 
Cannings and H. Davis.  March 2007 

A 

 
Although the Flammulated Owl inventory reference did not provide any new information 
applicable to the database, this author (van Woudenberg) did provide a review and 
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feedback of the draft to that author (Iredale), who was very helpful assisting with WHA 
information required for Section 7 Notice updates. 
 
Other documents used to update the SAR database included recent COSEWIC online 
publications (www.cosewic.gc.ca) particularly regarding Schedule 1 additions under 
review. 
 
The following documents edits made to existing SAR in database Version 2.3: 
 

1. Western Screech-Owl (WSOW) 
a. Home range changed to 50ha 
b. Proper taxonomic name edited to:  Megascops kennicottii macfarlanei 
c. Changes a. and b. applied to all TSAs 
d. For higher elevation variants (all ICH, IDFdk and mw subzones), included 

BEC comment:  lower elevation valleys) as per Cannings and Davis 2007 
[this was time consuming, since had to check with Dave Philp after 
process in manual followed unsuccessfully] 

e. Added reference Cannings and Davis 2007 to Reference Field; maintain 
IWMS 2004 as well. 

f. Replaced Structure Stage Comment in all variants and subzones from ‘Not 
Relevant’ to ‘mature riparian adjacent to open stands/openings’.  

g. Changed ICHdw1 and mw2 ‘Likelihood’ from Moderate-High to 
Moderate for the Okanagan, Arrow TSAs. 

h. Added ‘Abundant riparian deciduous cover 4-8m likely important’ to 
Additional Management Considerations. 

i. After much consideration of IWMS 2004, Cannings and Davis (2007) and 
Cascadia (2006), left all ICH and IDF Likelihood ratings as Low. 

j. Changed PPxh2 for Kamloops TSA from Low Likelihood to Moderate. 
k. Changed IDFxh1 for Merritt TSA from Moderate Likelihood to High, 

based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 
l. Changed BGxh1 for Okanagan TSA from Moderate-High Likelihood to 

High, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 
m. Changed ICHdw1 for Okanagan TSA from Moderate Likelihood to Low-

Moderate, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 
n. Changed ICHmw2 for Okanagan TSA from Moderate Likelihood to Low, 

based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 
o. Changed IDKdk1 for Okanagan TSA from Moderate-High Likelihood to 

Moderate-Low, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 
p. Appears there may be a moisture/temperature tolerance level for WSOW, 

when variants are considered in Cannings and Davis (2007) on page 6:  
therefore since IDFdk is not ideal and it is common throughout the North 
Thompson, this maybe the reason for few WSOW detected in the N. 
Thompson, and/or species’ northern limit. 

q. Changed PPxh2 for Okanagan TSA from Moderate-High Likelihood to 
Moderate, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 
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r. Changed PPxh1 for Okanagan TSA from Moderate-High Likelihood to 
High, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 

s. Changed IDFxh2 for Okanagan TSA Likelihood to Moderate, based on 
Cannings and Davis (2007). 

t. Changed IDFxh1a for Okanagan TSA Likelihood from Moderate-High to 
Moderate, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 

u. Changed IDFxh1 for Okanagan TSA Likelihood from Moderate-High to 
High, based on Cannings and Davis (2007). 

v. Adjusted all references to core areas from ‘12ha’ to ‘20ha’, and buffer or 
management zone from ‘85ha’ to ‘80-90ha’, as per J. Hobbs direction on 
edits to latest IWMS species account (original downloaded from 
Ecosystems Explorer site was not updated).  Completed for all relevant 
TSAs. 

w. Also, changed GWM Harvesting to ‘Do not harvest/salvage within core 
area (20ha) around nest tree; patch cut only in 80-90ha buffer 
(management zone), retaining edges suitable for foraging habitat’.  
Completed for all relevant TSAs. 

2. Lewis’s Woodpecker (LEWO) 
a. Replaced Stand Structure Comment in all variants and subzones from ‘Not 

Relevant’ to ‘mature, riparian cottonwood stands’. [this was time 
consuming at the start to set up, since had to check with Dave Philp after 
process in manual followed unsuccessfully – completed prior to similar 
process for WSOW ] and ‘open forest-grassland/burn interface’.  Appears 
in database as:  “mature, riparian Cottonwood stands, open forest-
grassland/burn interface”; therefore, mature serves as the appropriate 
adjective for both Ct and coniferous stands at interface. 

b. Changed ‘Critical Aspect 1’ from ‘Not relevant’ to ‘W’ with ‘west side of 
valleys’ comment, as per 2007-08 updates to IWMS 2004 document.  
Change applied to all relevant TSAs. 

c. For ‘Single Tree Retention Size’ added:  ’55-80cm DBH in general; 
Py=66-87cm, Act=68-96cm, Fd=52-66cm; if not available>29cm’.  Did 
not adjust species for specific BEC variants; may consider this edit when 
batching option is available in Administrator Mode.  Also, appears that At 
should be included for most if not all variants, but only added 
occasionally.  Finally, added single tree retention features to grassland 
phases and variants, since those trees need to be retained during any kind 
of road construction.   Added to all relevant TSAs. 

 
2.4  Addition of new SAR to the database, as per new information . 
 

1. Yellow-breasted Chat (YBCH) 
a. Added to Okanagan TSA. 
b. Did not include ICH as BC Species Summary Document indicated, since 

there is no documentation of IDF presence, and if species occurs in BG 
and PP, then higher likelihood to occur in IDF rather than ICH, so likely 
an error.   
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c. During his employ at Ministry of Environment, Dave Low, RPBio, then 
Senior Wildlife Biologist, indicated YBCH had historically occurred in the 
Kamloops area; likely this was due to presence of well developed, dense 
willow, rose, and other shrub species in IDFxh, mw, and dk.   

d. Will not include YBCH in 100 Mile House Forest District, as indicated in 
IWMS 2004 species account, since none of the logical BEC units (BG and 
PP) indicated occur in the 100 Mile House FD.  However, once again 
YBCH may have occurred historically through the interior of BC up to the 
Central Cariboo in the IDF, using large dense shrub patches and riparian 
corridors that cattle grazing and increased forest cover have eliminated 
across these landscapes over the past century. 

2 Western Harvest Mouse (M-REME) 
a. Database will not show threats:  habitat or disturbance.  When the 

occurrence record is opened up in Administrator Mode, the entries are 
present, but are not revealed in the User’s Mode. 

b. Based on Status Report, occurs in Okanagan TSA only in IDFxh1, xh1a, 
PPxh2a, PPxh2, PPxh1a, PPxh1, BGxh1, BGxh2 

 

3.0  Recommendations 
 

1. Section 7 Notices and WHAs 
a. The government website recommended for use to document current WHA 

information is http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/cgi-
bin/apps/faw/wharesult.cgi?search=show_approved, as per John Surgenor, 
Ministry of Environment. 

b. Numbers of Approved WHAs are provided by Forest District, and the 
database is based on TSAs.  Therefore, since boundaries differ, some 
Forest Districts, such as Headwater, will appear to have WHAs, where 
they really do not and those numbers refer to Kamloops Forest District.  
Since the individual local name is provided only (often a drainage 
reference), an overlay should be completed to accurately identify which 
WHAs are in which TSA.  Furthermore, the reverse is true for the Merritt 
TSA, which falls under the Cascades Forest District that also includes 
portions of the Lillooet TSA.  WHAs tallied for the Cascades Forest 
District could fall into either TSA; again, an overlay of WHAs onto TSAs 
can address this.  As well, it may be advisable to add Forest Districts to the 
SAR database, if for nothing else to link it only to Section 7 fields. 

c. Approved WHAs are not distinguished by BEC variant, only Forest 
District; therefore the total number of WHAs for a Forest District will 
appear in blanket form across all BEC variants for a particular SAR, 
whether there is a WHA in that particular variant or not.  An overlay of 
WHAs onto BEC variants should be completed for each TSA so that 
accurate entries into the SAR database can be made for each SAR within 
each BEC variant. 
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d. As per the above, the Arrow TSA cannot be completed to date unless 
overlays are done in order to view WHA locations as provided by Forest 
District to ensure whether they are actually in or outside of the respective 
TSAs.  F. Iredale at Ministry of Environment in Kamloops assisted with 
the Merritt TSA. 

e. As per an email from Joanna Burgar, Ministry of Environment, Victoria, 
only Approved WHAs are listed on the web.  There is no access to WHAs 
pending.  Therefore, continuance of ‘Pending’ in the SAR database 
requires further consideration:  If this information can be obtained using 
reasonable methods to regularly update the database perhaps it can be 
retained, otherwise, perhaps it is best to delete it.  Alternatively, it could be 
replaced with ‘Future WHAs’ directly quoting Environmental Stewardship 
Division, of Ministry of Environment 
(http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wld/frpa/notices/sar.html).   

f. There are Cascades Forest District species in the ‘Okanagan Region’ 
section of the WHA government postings (table).  These have been 
deleted from the Okanagan TSA table used for WHA data entry into the 
SAR database.  Again, Cascades FD species within the Okanagan Region 
will need to be overlaid onto TSA linework to see if they belong in the 
Okanagan TSA or Merritt TSA. 

2. In the Administrator Mode, edits to individual, specific species, either across all 
or specific TSAs, should be permitted to be batched, so that each line of data does 
not require individual edit as is currently the case (very time consuming for 
individual edits). 

3. Key Topographic Features Report appears to contain relevant and succinct 
database fields, however feedback from users is recommended to consider edits, if 
any.  For example, would users prefer to see ‘Veteran Component’ or ‘GWM 
Harvest’ included, or, alternatively, have any included fields excluded, if they 
have proven less useful than originally estimated. 

4. Yellow-breasted Chat should be added to the Kamloops, Merritt, and Lillooet 
TSAs, however, its range is considered only ‘Occassional’ in these areas, with 
only 1 record for Lillooet.  Records do exist for the Cariboo and the key limiting 
habitat feature is dense, well developed shrub patches in sub-mesic – hygric soils, 
which have become rare across dry landscapes in Kamloops and Merritt.  Dense 
shrub patches documented as habitat are typically riparian, however, historically, 
depressions with well developed shrub patches of rose, willow, even snowberry 
were likely utilized.  It would appear prudent to include the SAR in the additional 
TSAs, as well as expand it to the IDF, since the BG and PP zones of its currently 
documented range in the Okanagan do not exist in the Cariboo and some 
biologists have claimed that the dense shrub patches supported chats in the IDF 
(D. Low pers. comm.).  The management information for chats in the Kamloops 
and Merritt TSAs should encourage development of dense shrub patches, 
particularly in the IDF where forest operations are relevant; this can be addressed 
by creating open forest stands, either with single tree retention or patch cuts that 
include removal on moister soils. 
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5. Coeur d’Alene Salamander was not included in the Arrow TSA of the SAR 
database, since it was provincially uplisted to Yellow in January 2008.  However, 
there are WHAs approved for the Arrow TSA to which it is relevant to the SAR 
database.  SAR entered into the database have been defined for relevance by 
being either Red or Blue-listed.  Therefore, it should be decided whether any 
Yellow-listed species should be entered; currently Yellow-listed cannot even be 
added to Version 2.3 as an option.   

6. Common Nighthawk is a similar situation in that it is Yellow-listed although 
under consideration by COSEWIC for inclusion as a Schedule 1 species for BC.  
Again, expanding the SAR database to include Yellow-listed species in special 
circumstances should be decided.  

 


